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trusted partner
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SYSTEM

HASSLE FREE AIRPORT TRANSFER
FROM THE NO.1 SKI TRANSFER AGENCY
Hassle Free COVID Guarantee

www.ski-lifts.com

Your customers & reputation are safe with Ski Lifts
Don’t just take our word for it...

We have been working with Ski-Lifts since 2013 and have
found them to be a very valuable partner.
Ski-Lifts are very easy to work with, have a great range of
competitively priced product and the service they provide to
our mutual clients is always well received.

Ski-Lifts provide us with a safe, reliable and highly professional service
for our clients to a range of destinations.
They take great pains to ensure that everything runs to a timely
fashion and on the rare occasion that something does go wrong,
they work hard to find a solution.
Everyone in the Ski-Lifts team is great to work with and their efforts
are hugely appreciated by everyone here at Ski Independence.
We look forward to working with you all again next season!

AND MANY, MANY MORE
We have been working with Ski-Lifts for several years and have
always found them to be professional, reliable and very efficient.
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SKI LIFTS Worldwide coverage
Operating in

Over

14

80,000
passengers

different
countries

booked transfers
with us last year

Transfers to

200+
resorts
in Europe and
North America

Norway
Sweden
UK
Canada

Germany
Switzerland
Austria
France

Slovenia

USA
Spain
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Andorra
Italy

Bulgaria

SKI LIFTS Portal
Worldwide coverage

Make, amend and manage all your bookings easily

All in one place with: one invoice, one system,
one set of SLA

Instant email confirmation

Simplified pricing

Multiple agent logins

24/7/365 customer service support

Credit invoice accounts available – monthlyconsolidated invoice after travel

The best local transport suppliers in one place

Trade prices

Affiliated to leading ski holiday operators

Integration (API) with your system also available

Instant quotes and availability

www.ski-lifts.com

BECOME AN AFFILIATE

Commission

If you’re a company who is involved in the ski industry, but you don’t have
a need to book transfers for your customers, then our affiliate account and
easy-to-use integration tools are perfect for you. Refer or recommend
SKI LIFTS and we’ll pay you a commission each time a transfer is booked.

White Page

• Receive an email notification each time your affiliate account is used,
showing the amount paid
• At the end of each season, we’ll send you a breakdown of each booking
and your commission total

API / XML

Less Admin

Ease of Integration

Widget

YOUR LOGO

Choose from our easy to use integration tools;

White page
We’ll set up your own branded bookings page, which
records all bookings made for commission purposes.
It’s easy to add this page to your own website and to
send a link to the page to your guests via email.

YOUR company

Widget
Our customisable widgets are easy to add to your
website. They give your website visitors and potential
guests the ability to quickly and easily search for a
transfer without leaving your website.

API
Our API gives a live summary of transfer prices on your
website. You can use this for dynamic packaging or to
incorporate airport transfer bookings into your own
booking process.

White Page
Widget
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Ski Lifts is not solely focused on the winter season.
Our transfer service is available all year round.

Golf Drives specialises in transfers to airports,
hotels, golf courses and resorts worldwide.

Sea Lifts specialises in transfers to ports, marinas
and resorts across Europe & the Red Sea.

www.ski-lifts.com • +44 (0) 20 8819 7950

Transfer options
Each and every traveller has a unique requirement, with changing priorities and a differing budget for
their ski trip. We offer a tailored selection of services, all built with your passenger’s needs in mind:

Luxury Transfers

Shared Transfers
This is the most cost-effective way for individuals or small groups to travel
between their arrival airport and their ski resort. Passengers pay per seat
and share the vehicle with other travellers. On certain routes we offer
multiple types of shared transfers, which are based on slightly different
service levels or guaranteed maximum waiting times. Again, this further
enhances our flexible product range.

Private Transfers
Consistently one of our most popular types of airport transfer,
private transfers offer complete flexibility, comfort and efficiency to your
passengers. The group has a dedicated vehicle and driver, ensuring there’s
no wait at the airport and guaranteeing the shortest possible transfer time.

Coach Transfers
Large groups of skiers demand flexibility. To cater for this, we offer
private hire coaches of various sizes, which result in the best value
per person while also extending our high standards of service and
levels of efficiency.
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There’s growing demand for a premium transport option
to ski resorts around the world. Our luxury airport
transfers are tailored to the needs of your clients
and can feature top of the range Mercedes minivans,
luxury limousines and the full VIP treatment.
Luxury coaches are also available for group travel
on many routes; we even have stretch Hummer
limousines on certain routes too!

Bespoke Transfers
In addition to our extensive range of destinations and
airport transfer types, we’re always able to go the extra
mile for our clients, offering a bespoke service to meet
their needs. If you have a special requirement for a
particular transfer, our knowledgeable and experienced
team can build a bespoke transfer package for you.
Whether you’re a large tour operator or a travel agent,
or if you specialise in corporate, luxury or budget travel,
we’d love to discuss your unique requirements with you.

